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Daniel De Leon did not pass through the experience
of world war. His death on May I r , x g 14, deprived
him of the opportunity to apply to the first world war
that reIentless search for basic causes, to bring to hear
that keen and penetrating analysis on social, political
and economic phenomena, which seldom left much else
to be done or said about them-in basic terms, that is.
But an even greater tragedy was the fact that the world,
and specificalIy the world of Socialism, the proletarian

world, was denied the benefit, the guiding light, which
would have been the fruit of his searching mind, of
his extraordinary genius.
Yet, though De Leon did not know world war, he
knew capitalism-knew it as few others have known it.
He knew it as a cancerous social organism that must be
removed if society is to be restored to health.

T h e editoriaIs enclosed within the covers of this
pamphlet comprise but a smaIl part of De Leon's writings on war. A very interesting and instructing part.
They have been compiled with the intention of presenting various important sidelights on capitalist war that
no other Socialist has developed so well.
It is to be hoped that the reader will recognize that
the present collection of editorials is of more than historical value. De Leon was of that rare company possessing prescience. Analyzing incidents of the SpanishAmerican War, of the Russo-Japanese War, of the

days preceding World War I, De. Leon analgzed
CAPITALISM. His mdusions remain as fresh as
though they were written today, as valid as though he
had lived to see the degeneration of capitalism now
visible to thinking and social-minded men and women
whose vision is not blurred by private and selfish material interests.
No better ilrustration of his prescience can be chosen
than that presented in "A Word to the Proletariat of
Spain." Written upon the outbreak of the SpanishAmerican War, it is truly prophetic of the firct that the
Iot of the American, Spanish and Cuban workers has
not improved, that, on the contrary, the lot of these
workers has been most seriously impaired by the development of capitalism, so much so that, regardless of the
outcome of the Spanish-American War and the wars
that have followed, in Spain and Cuba the.workers' lot
approaches that of the animals that are not fattened
I
before slaughter, so much so that in the United States
the pretense is forgotten that the American workers' lot
is much different from that of other workers.
Many other illustrations of De Leon's prescience
could be chosen, Present-day pacifism, for instance, is
shown for the futile thing it is in "An Open Letter."
The point is well made that striking at efects leaves the
cause untouched, a lesson that every hater of war must
learn. Sadly, it must be reIated, pacifists have not
learned the lesson. Indeed, many pacifists, some of
whom pretended to be Socialists, have followed the
.
logical path of their unwillingness to recognize the cause
of war and the need of uprooting that cause. The list
is a long one and includes many names of "liberals"
whose opposition to World War I w a s consistent if not I
fundamental. That logical path, it is almost needless I

I
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to say, is suppart of World War 11, which, in so many
cases, has been made to pay dividends of cash and to
mend slightly soiled reputations. For an explanation
of this phenomenon, we must again turn to De Leon.
The explanation may be found in the editorial, "Materialist Conception of History," included in the parn-

phlet, "Abolition of Poverty."
Capitalist hypocrisy is shown k masterly fashion in
"Throwing Washington Overboard," a jettisoning that
was accomplished once more durina the process of rushing the "lend-lease" bill through Congress in the early
part of r94r. The Iabor faker is photographed as he
really is in "Caricatur~s." This I 898 editorial might
have been written for the purpose of nailing William
Green, John L. Lewis and their sub-lieutenants. The
value of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's indignation
over the sinking of rnunitions-laden American ships
(bearing the Panamanian flag) and the torpedoing of
American destroyers (while hunting U-boats) is shown
in "The National Honor," written on the receipt of the
news of the sinking of the Maine. The spur that drives
the leaders of the various master classes at war is exposed to the reader by a reading of "Why War?"
T h e reader will, of course, find many more presentday appIications of De Leon's analyses. A further discovew (to those who have never read the great American SociaIist before) will be the incomparable weaving
of words that achieves the seldom-accomplished task of
~reatingliterature while perfecting a science. The student might well study these editorials aimply for their
style, for their pithiness, for their beauty as literature.
Yet, the need for social understanding being so great,
and time being at a premium, the reader is advised to
use his full energies in studying their content, and in
5

helping to spread the message contained therein as far
and as wide as possible.
To the question: "What is the attitude of the Se
cialist Labor Party toward anti-militarism?'' De Leon
gave this terse reply:
"Organize the working class integraiIy-industriafly f
Only then can the revolt against militarism result in a
Waterloo to the CcapitaIist] class of sponge, instead of
a massacre to the class of labor."
The Socialist Industrial Union is the answer, then,
to the threat-of war and militarism, as it is the answer
to the continued and increasiw menace of decadent
capitalism itself. In the strong and direct language of
De Leon :
"The integrally organized [Socialist] Industrial
Union is the weapan that Social Evolution places within
the grasp of the proletariat as the means of their emancipation."
That potent weapon alone, and not the destructive
and negative weapons of militarism and war, wil1 serve
the workers in their struggle for social happiness, peace
and freedom.
Capitalism means war l
Socialism alone insures peace l

JOHN TIMM.
November 15, 1941.
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President Madidon on War.
In time d actual war, g r a d discretionary powup are constantly givan
.to &e executive maghtmte. Constant apprthmaim of war baa the a m c
tendency to reader the h a d too large for the body. A standing dhq
force with ~ I L overgrown executive wiU not long be mfe companiom C
lihrly. The meam of defense against foreign danger hnvE bacn h y s
the inatrummts of tyranny & h e . Among the Romans it was 4
atanding maxim to mite a W-,
w h t ~ ~ ~ va erevplt
r
was apprehended.
7Phroughout r U E u m the
~ armies kept up under the pretext of d c f d ing have enslaved the p q k . It is hap qucalio~blewhetbu the

bcst concerted ~ M e mof aholute power in Europe mld mahtain it&,
In A aitustion w h no alarm of e a a l danger cordd tame the people
to the domestic yoke.

*

Of all the enemies to public I i y war is, p e h p s , the most to k
dreaded, bccause it comprises and develops the germ of m r y other. War
is the pmmt of armiea; from these proceed debts and t a w ; and d m ,
debb and fa^^ are the hown instruments for bringing the many uader
the dminutim of the few...
No nation could pmtwa its M o m h
&E mi&
of continual warfm.

...

WHY WAR?
(me PeopIe, - 2 0 ,

fW.)

A foreign war ever has been the refuge of tyrants
from the danger of turbulent elements at home. To
simply massacre these, and thus get rid of them, is no
easy task, however absolute the power of the tyrant.
Local and isdated massacres may be indulged in and
may not shock the public conscience; but they are inadequate. A foreign war meets all the requirements of
the case. By means of a generous beating of the drum
patriotic the very domestic element considered dan
ow at home is Iured into the army; war, once eng

more submissive ones, being less heated, did not go to
the front, and remain an easier mass to get along with.

Our capitalist cclass Iooks with an alarm that i

seeks to conceaI, but does not aucceed in, at the manes
of the poor that its system breeds. These poor masses
have been kept in such dense ignorance that they have
no understanding af their actual condition. They feel
pinched, hounded and oppressed. Why and how is a
secret to them. They even believe that their hardships
are natural, and that the social system that grinds them
down is "eternal." And yet €or all this they are restless. Their very ignorance renders them violent, when
they do not think; and ff ighty, rushing after political
chimeras, when they do think to the extent that it is
given to them to think. In either case they are a source
of danger. War is an outIet. T h e capitalist class of
America today, as a whole, favors the opportunity that
will afford a wholesale blood-letting without their bearing the charge of inhumanity, on the contrary, giving
them a chance to affect patriotic devotion.
Carnage is a spectcr that dogs the heels of capitaIism-that "best of a11 possible social systems."

CARICATURES.
(The Pwrpk, Yay 1,1898.)

More than once, and each time illustrating the statement with a fact, have we pointed out that the pure and
simple trade union is not a labor organization but a caricature of capitalism. An incident during these war days
helps prove the fact.
All intelIigent observers know that the present war,
with sympathy for Cuba as the pretext, is, among other
things, but a method adopted by the capitalist class to
ease up fhe congested labor mark&, and help to removt

-

with. The capitalist dass realizes that capitalism is the
cause of the congestion: The privately owned machin-,
ery of production displaces labor and brings on the congestion that threatens collapse. To remove the cause of
the disease and place in the hands o f thc Nation the machinery of production is no part of the capitalist prgram. No class, conscious of its own interests, will cut
its own throat. To propose the removal of the cause
of the present conwlsions that threaten society would,
on the part of the capitalist class, be tantamount with
decreeing its own death. Intelligently, as a class, it u p
holds the conditions far its existence ; and, not unintelEgently, as a class, it seeks to avoid the consequences of
its own system, by letting its victims, the working class,
bleed profusely. A war carries away members of the
working class by the thousands; thus a war relieves the
situation, at least for a time. A war is a not unintelligent capitalist class method to keep itself up.
Now what do we find many a pure and simple union
doing? The corlgestion of the labor market through
the displacement of Iabor by machinery, that causes the
capitalist class to tremble for its existence, has the effect of crowding down wages. The inteIIigent labor
organization, new trade unionism [then the Socialist
Trades and Labor Alliance, now the Socialist Industrial
Union] knows the reason thereof; and, being classconscious, it seeks to remove the evil by removing the
cause: T o pIace the machinery of production in the
people's hands so that, instead of human beings being
displaced, toil, hours of work,be thrown out, and more
time be gained for the enjoyment of life. Not so the
pure and simple, or British, form of organization. With
the capitalists, it seeks to relieve the strain, and strains
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to uphold the cause; aria-with the capitalists, ?t adopt;
a method that sacrifices its own class. Several of t h ~ s e
pure and simpre unions are now, not only shouting for
1
war, but showing why they want war, to wit, to deplete
the Iabor market; and, like the capitalists, they are offering inducements to their members to go to the war,
which means, to betake themselves off, and leave their
jobs to others, and thereby make the getting of o job
and the keeping of it, when one is got, a Ijttlt easier.
I
What the capitalist class seeks, the pure and simple
-I
mion seeks also. B U what
~ the former seeks classconsciously, and, therefore, intelligently, the latter seeks
-I
cIassuneonwiously, and, therefore, as a caricature of
the former.
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AN OPEN LETTER.
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(hlpPcopIq December 31, 1911.)
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To Wm. C. McDowelI,

I

President of the League of Peace, New York.

I

Dear Sir:
It is not that the DAILY PEOPLE thirsts for war,
nor is it that the DAILY PEOPLE lacks appreciation,,
of the desire for international ptac-n
the contrary,
it is for the very reason that the DALLY PEOPLE,
being an organ of the Socialist Labor Party, strains for
peace on earth, .that it must decline your request to cooperate with your efforts for an "Electoral College"
of the "United Nations of the World," with the Inter-

national Court at T h e Hague as the "Judiciary Department," the united national parliaments of the world
as the "Legislative Department," and an "Executive
whose title shall be 'The Peacemaker.' "
I
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May we be fin& with you, without giving osense?
Your plan is a close parallel with the Greenback Movement. The Greenback Movement aspired to institutes
Socialist money be fore instituting Socialist pr~duction
-an absurdity. You aspire to institute social peace
before instituting economic peace-an equal absurdity.
No more than any other country is our own, being
under the rule of capital, free from entangling allirmces, as you erroneously imagine the United States to

1
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own worlding mission, enter into close alliance with

the ruling class of other lands.
I
Beyond that point, war at home dictates a different
policy to the two classes. While to the ruled, or work1 .
ing class, war at home dictates peace with its allies, the
whole working class abroad, hence ultimate, interna- - I
tional peace, war at home dictates to the ruling, or capitalist class, peace with only some of its allies abroad, . 5
and war with others. The reason for the different efr
fect upon the two classes of war at home lies in their
+
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The social anatomy of the working class requires

.

:

peace. The social anatomy of the capitalist class re
quires struggle. The law of existence of the working
class is fraternity. The law of existence of the capitalist class is: "Each man's hand against all men's throats."
To expect international peace, or that any "clever contrivance" may insure international peace, so long as the
capitalist system prevails, is to ignore the premises of
peace, as completely as Greenbackism ignored the premises of Socialist money. It will not take long, if your
mechanism for the world's peace is ever launched, before your Executive, "The Peacemaker,'' will look like
the proverbial umpire at a basebdI game.
Profoundly convinced of the Bible wisdom that
warns against preaching peace, peace, where there is
no peace possible, and animated with the sanely noble
and nobly sane Socialist aspiration to end the present
regime of universal warfare, the organ of the Socialist
Labor Party has no choice but to expose the visionariness of your project, and will continue to hew close to
the lines that social science lays down-promote by agitation and education the organization of the working
class for the overthrow of the Capitalist reign of human
Exploitation, and its substitution with the. Socialist reign
of human Justice.

. AN INTERNATIONAL TRUST THAT
INSURES INTERNATIONAL WAR.
(Daily People, September 1, 1911.)

Back from attendance at the Metallurgical Congress at Brussels where, in point of fact, the Internrtional Steel Trust was launched, j. A. FarrelI, president of the Ukited States Steel Corporation, and

1

I

Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel
ditto, were emphatic in the assertion that the Gngress
had laid the foundation for international peace. The
gentlemen did not adduce the fact of their returning
with Italian armor contracts in their pockets as proof
of their assertion. It was well they did not. There is
a limit in double-facedness.
Much is sure to be made of the circumstance that
the International Steel Trust will furnish rails for railroads. The argument, already foreshadowed, will be
to the effect that railroads promote intercourse; intercourse commerce; commerce peace. Hence the Trust,
being an international producer of rails, is a promoter
of peace. Nothing, of course, is said about "military
roads," such as a double-track one across Siberia, and
a lot of many-track ones from Asia Minor eastward. But, leaving aside this discrepancy, the Italian
armor contracts tell a tale in which there is no discrepancy.
Armor plate promotes no intercourse; foments no
commerce; encourages no peace. Armor plate checks
intercourse; paralyzes commerce ; knocks peace on the
head. Armor plate is profitable. This Trust staple
must find a market. Where the market is not ready at
hand it must be "accelerated." The long and short of
the story is that the newly created Trust, already a national instigator of war-how much so may be gathered
from the Steel and Iron King Carnegie's prominence
at "Peace Conferences"-will henceforth be an international prodder of hostilities.
In alI of which is realized an up-to-date instance of
the contradictions that are inherent in the capitalist system. Commerce requires peace, yet it superinduces
war "to open markets"; and now an International

Trust, supposedly a snuff er-out of war, is an earnest
of international hostilities.

THE WAR-CLOUD IN EUROPE.
(Daily PeopIe, April 13, 1913.)

There may be a deal more than idle newspaper
gossip in the European despatches that art latterly
coming in regarding the imminence of war. The war
flurries that we have become familiar with for the Iast
thirty years could be easily discounted. There is &at,
however, in the present news items that rings a note
of different scale.
Why should Napofeon 111 have wanted war with
Germany in 1870'1 Did he not have his hands futf
enough at home, or did his foreign wars, notably the
raid into Mexico, intoxicate him with martial fumes?
Fact is that d e n t causes have a mighty driving power.
The drivers and the driven, alike, act unmnsciousIy. It
was such a power that drove Napoleon III on to his
undoing. What it might have taken France many
years to bring about-the downfall of the Empire and
the restoration of an even-paced bourgeois republiNapoleon accomplished in a few months. T h e war
that he forced upon Germany overthrew him. It not
only did that, but caused, as Castelar incisively expressed it, a republic to be raised in France "by gunpowder of divine right," and that right divine itself,
"barely returned to Berlin, to see all around its throne
the specter of resurgent democracy."
The rumors of war that are now coming from En-

the goveroment t o curb--the details of these rumors
strike a note from the scale that recalls the days of

1870, when Napoleon 111 precipitated war upon Germany.
It was as "Frenchman," and the incarnation of "all
that is French," that Napoleon III issued his challenge
to Germany; as "SIav," and the incarnation of "all that
is Slav," the Czar's regime is now r a t d i g the sword
under Germany's nose.
It was an act of desperation on the part of NapoIeon 111 to force the war; he, along with his regime,
felt the soil at home too hot for him; they felt it long
before outsiders guessed the fact, or than the firekindlers in the boulevards of Paris themselves realized
how far they were succeeding; he had no choice; his
status had become impossible at home; he had to dash
forward and win or lose it all;--similarly circumstanced
b the Czar's regime; the revolutionary spirit, supposedly strangIed on a thousand gibbets, stalks over the
land from the Urals to the Vistula; whether the firethe PanSlavic shout, encouraged By the government,
with war against Germany lying beyond, is an act of
dynastic desperation, driven to stake all upon a throw

of the dice.
raised a republic in France, "by powder of divine
right," and thereby spurred up "resurgent democracy"

'

as a specter around the throne at$Berlin, then may wt
expect to see the same German "gunpowder of divine

right" cause the overthrow of Czarism in Russia, and
thc deed, done in this generation, forty and odd years
later than in I 870, in turn, give "resurgent democracy,"

amund the imperial throne of the HohenzoUern a proportionally sharper jab, with consequences that arc incalculable.
Not all wars are for markets. Some wars are volcanic explosions strongIy dashed with the flavor of Revolution--of Revolution progressward.

THE NATIONAL HONOR.
( 7 % ~Pcoplt, March 6, 1#8.)

No man, do he what he may, can lay upon another
that dishonor that a man can Iay upon himself; a man's
honor is in the keeping of himself, not others. As with
individuals, so with nations. A nation's honor is not in
the keeping of others. It is not the conduct of other
nations that honors or dishonors another; a nation
stands honored or dishonored by its own acts at home.
The application of these irrefutable principles are just
now timely.
I n the harbor of Havana several hundred United
States marines have recently met their death. Let the
worst imaginable be imagined: Let it be imagined that
the Spanish Government itself was guilty of the stupidity of encompassing the death of these men; that it
conceived, planned and executed the dastardIy deed.
Such action, as far as the United States is concerned, is
an insult to us, no doubt. But who and what is that

'

Government that is to redress the wrong done to our
honor? Upon its own character depends its fitness to
demand and execute redress. Is it fit?
The Government of the United States represents,
not our people, but a small minority thereof; it represents not the honor, the industry, the sinews of the nation; it reprtsenb the nation's dishonor; it represents
the capitalist class exclusively, i.e., a felon class. As
the representative of that class, the present Government
is from head to foot red with the blood, not of a few
hundred, but of thousands upon thousands of the nation's veterans of labor-male,
female and infantwhom in mines, railroad yards, mills and shops it daily
blows up, kiIls, mutilates and starves by slow degrees.
The class that Government represents is even now in
the prisoner's dock at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., for the wholesale murder of workingmen, and by its strumpet press
it is doctoring the evidence in such manner as to make
the criminals innocent and the innocent criminals, thereby adding insult to injury. Can so disreputable a Government, with no honor of itself to guard, truly avenge
the insult done to our flag?
No l
Whatever insult comes to us from abroad can, in
the very nature of things, be avenged only when that
class, together with all its war-crying heelers of all degrees, has been overthrown, and its working class, its
only honorable part, and that part the overwhelming
majority, has attained power by capturing the Government.
The redress of whatever insult falls upon us from
abroad must, in the very nature of things, be postponed
to that day when we can settle scores with the Nation's
domestic insulters, the now ruling c a p i t a h class, for all

the insults it is daily and brazenly heaping upon the
people.
By atl means, let us resent the i n s d t s to our Nation,
and labor to avenge her.

THROWING WASHINGTON 'OVERBOARD.
(;l%e

People, June 26, 1898.)

The present war days are furnishing a*pportunit.p
to study the spirit of capitalism at dose range. Much
that we have said about the inner make-up of the capitalist system must have seemed "theoretic"; the historic
facts upon which we based our arguments not having
fallen within the personal observation of the masses,
our conclusions were disregarded. Now, however, the.

facts are at hand; all can see, hear, feel, smell them.
Capitalism, threatened from behind by the Social
Revolution, turns amund to the uprising proletariat,
and with a sanctimonious scowl invokes the past as a
sacred thing, to be worshipped and bowed down before.
What?l Does the Socialist Movement want t o break
with the ''time-honored" habits of the land? What71
Shall the principles of Americanism, consecrated by the
Revolutionary Fathers, be done away with? What?!
In horror the Pillars of Society throw up their arms,
and the conviction leaps from their eyes that, as the Socialists have no reverence for the past, they must be
wiped out.
NevertheIess, we have again and again maintained
that there is nothing more infidel than capitalism; 911
its gads, its idols, its principles are readily sacrificed
whenever it can thereby turn its sacred things into

-

money. It came into the world decapitating everything
in sight and out of sight; uprooting churches, overturning altars, kicking down idols, and it ever is ready to do
the same over again.
This war proves it.
Among the most venerated figures in the Iand,
Washington holds very generally a leading place; to
him out capitalist politicians, professors and parsons
have ever turned; his words have again and again been
quoted; and among the bad things imputed to the bad
Socialists more than once has an intention to "repudiate Washington" been mentioned.
And yet, what do we see now?
In Congress, in the press, in the pulpit, the Washingtonian warning against entangling alliances, conquests, etc., now frequently uttered against the plan to
keep the Philippines, take Hawaii, etc., etc., is met with
what? With nothing short of a sneer at Washington,
a declaration amounting to pronouncing him a "back
number," in short, by throwing him overboard.
Washington, these same recent devotees of the past
now say, could not have foreseen the changed conditions
in which we now live; Washington, they tell us, wrote
and spoke and thought in other and for other times;
Washington, in short, is not now of any account.
Of the many symptoms of the times, this capitalist
Breaking Ioose with their own gods is the most certain
symptom of impending revolution. The capitalist ship
is cutting loose from its moorings. Set adrift, what will
become of that water-logged craft?

BANDYING "TRAITOR I" IN m E SENATE.
( n e Paople, May 15, 1898.)

T o judge by the yellow journals of the land, from
the lightest saffron to the deepest amber, the United
States is presenting a remarkable contrast with Spain:
While, in Spain, the country is torn by dissensions, here,
with us, the spectacle is that of a united lump of humanity, nearly eighty million strong, perfectly at one,
and thrilled from center to circumference, and back
again, with the mutual admiration and mutual confidence of its multitudinous units, Indeed, the spectacle were remarkable, if it were true ;but it is not true;
and natural it is that 'tis not true, seeing the intense antagonism of class and subclass that reigns here, and
that of necessity must reign in a country like ours where
the capitalist system is rankest. The country does not
present the spectacle of universal mutual admiration
and confidence. Just the reverse; and the clash has
broken out in Congress with such intensity that the yellow journals truly deserve credit for "skilfulness," having succeeded, as well as they have done, in hushing up
the matter, and keeping up their fiction.
On Monday, the 25th of April, the following scene
took place in the United States Senate, as may be gath-

ered from the Congressional Record, published hvo
days later :

Senator Butler, of North Carolina, had tge floor;
he and those who held with him flashed defiant Iooks
at an opposite set, with Senator Hawley, of Connecticut, as its center. What divided the two? "Patriotism," as each understood it. The former set, the one
clustered around the Senator who had the floor, had
earned its spurs by seIling out the country to the Silver
28

dagger's point with that of'the other. Their mutual
enmity burns hot -all the more as each is "on the
make" in the war. With this background the performance that took place will be best understood.
Senator Butler, of the Silver Syndicate brigade, was
speaking : He went extensively into the armor-plate
swindle, and diIated very much in full upon the blowholes that were sold to the government by the ArmorPlate Trust; so as not to be charged with indefiniteness,
he went into details, specifying the ships in detail and
the parts of each that were armored with blow-holes,
He was proceeding at this rate, when sudden interruptions came from the Armar-Plate Trust brigade, with
Senator Hawley as its center. T h e interruptions gained
in frequency and violence, until Senator Hawley
screeched .out :

"I must protest against this. If privatelv the Senator of South Carolina should write a communication
to the Spanish Government disclosing the defects as to,
certain armor plates, and pointing them out, he would
be (pointing his finger threateningly at Senator Butler)
GUILTY OF AIDING AND ABETTING TREASON I"
This shot, fired from the Armor-Plate Trust camp

of patriotism, was answered by this other from the S
ilver Syndicate camp of patriotism with Senator Butler
as the gunner:

"If anyone is GUILTY OF TREASON, it is
INCLUDING THE SENATOR FROM
CONNECTICUT, who have stood as a partisan by
the Amor-Plate Trust, and helped them to perpetrate
these frauds on the government AND GET THEIR
EXORBITANT PAY FOR DOING SO, thus ENDANGERING OUR SHIPS, THE LIVES OF OUR
SAILORS, AND POSSIBLY TO HUMILTATE
OUR FLAG."
"Treasonl" bandied in the highest branch of Congress by traitors to their country, each of whom in his
own way has done his level best to degrade our peopIe
in the interest of his own subxlass of capitalism, and is
now pulling his way to make all he can out of the war,
throws not only the proper light on the capitalist "patriot" but throws into relief the utter impossibility of
oneness in the capitalist camp-even in time of national
those,

danger.

ADMIRAL TOGO.
( T h e DaiIy Ptoplt, August I& 1911.)

The greatest living historic figure is the guest from
Japan-Adrnir a1 Togo.
There are those who think that the message of
Togo to the worId consists in the "matchIess naval
strategy displayed in the Sea of Japan, whereby a country, until then comparatively obscure, was raised
abreast of the foremost."
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This mistaken opinion, held by admirers of desmctive exploits, may be muse for puling sentimentalists to
By to the opposite extreme with sweeping contempt for
"the butcher of Tsushima Strait."
It is true that the act which drew the world's eye
upon Togo was an act delivered by the "mailed fist,"
accordingly, an act of force, wasteful of human life.
But such are the limitations of most of mankind that it
will learn only through suffering; suffering only will attune its senses to receptiveness for any message. If
most, or barely one-half, of humankind consisted of
Marxes, Jules Guesdes, Pablo Tglesiases, or Hervis,
the Socialist or Industrial Republic would now be an
established fact, the horrors of capitaIisrn a thing of
the past. The mind's ear of mankind can be reached
ody by and through the wails of men.
Through such a medium Togo delivered his message--the refutation of the conceit-engendered and
progress-retarding theory of "Backward Races."
Although, like all warfare, a perversion of the conquests of science, naval warfare makes by far the
heavier drafts upon the intelligence, the moral and
physical fibre of the combatant. From the Admiral
down to the trainer of the marine gun, the naval warrior ranks higher than the correspondent land soldier.
T o conquer, with modern instruments of nautical warfare, by the strategy that Togo did, bespeaks a high
order of man, and not merely of the man who chieftained the conquest and of those associated with him,
but of the nation that produced him and them. Togo's
fleet, differently from that of any other nation, surely
different from ours, was oflicered and manned exclusively by Japanese. It was the achievement of the
Japanme race.
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Referring, enviously referring in the House of
Lords, to the victory of japan over Russia, topnotched
by Togo, 'Lord Curzon said of that event that it "was
a thunderclap that reverberated through the whispering
galleries of Asia." Laden with meaning though Lord
Curzon's words were, they fell far short of the fact in
the premises. The victory of Japan, insured by Togo's
mental and physical prowess, was a message thundered
to "Superior Races," loud enough to shatter the superstition concerning "Backward Races." As such it was
a message that rolled up one era, and marked another;
it was a message of humankind; a contributor to the
International; one of the cornerstones upon which the
structure is to be reared from the cupola of which is to
be unfurled the Red Flag of Human Brotherhood, the
emblem of the Socialist Movement.
I t matters not that Togo "builded better than he
knew." The trumpets, through which Social Evolution
trumpets its messages, are no "penny-whistles"; they
are instruments of choicest metal forged on the anvils
of time.

TWO SHOTS.
Pmplt, October 15, 1899.)

Now that the Dewey days, with their gala and enthusiasm, are over, the public mind may have sobered
down enough to consider seriously what it is that really
happened at Manila on May I , '98.
In the history of our country, two epoch-marking
shots were fired. O n e was fired at Lexington, last century; the other was fired in Manila Bay, last year. Both

resounded around the world. At both the world was
startled; both announced the entry on the stage of history of a new element, a new nation, that all others and
the world's history had to reckon with.
At Lexington, a hundred years ago, the rattle of
musketry proclaimed that colonial America severed
the navel-string that connected it with feudalism, and
entered upon the era of capitalism; in Manila Bay, last
year, the cannon from the Olympia prodaimed that
plutocratic America severed the navel-string that connected it with capitalist conservatism.
At Lexington, the rattle of musketry marked time
for the start of the race between individual efforts in
productian; the cannon from the Olympia marked time
that the race was closed, when no individual effort in
production could any longer avaiI.
At Lexington, the rattle of musketry heralded the
advent upon the stage of history of a nation of selfsupporting citizens ; the cannon from the Olympia proclaimed that era t o be over.
At Lexington, the rattle of musketry ushered in national conservatism and exclusivisrn; the cannon from
the Olympia tore exclusivism to shreds and thundered
midst the internationally warring nations the fact of
the arrival of a new and mighty force on the arena.
At Lexington, the rattle of musketry marked out
the field for internaI struggle; the cannon from the
Olympia broke through those boundaries and extended
them to the confines of the world.
In short, the musketry at Lexington announced the
birth of a social-economic revolution; the cannon from
the Olympia proclaimed that revolution complete,
thereby heralding the approach of the next-the SOCIAL REVOLUTION of our own day.
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This is the meaning of the event that occurred in
Manila Bay, on May r, ' 9 8 ; and as such, as a milestone that points with certainty to the imminence of the
culminating Revolution of all Revolutions-the Social
Revolution, that wilt give birth to the Socialist Republic-it may we11 be hailed with joy.

A WORD TO THE PROLETARIAT OF SPAIN.
(The People, March 20, 1898.)

Fellow Workingmen : The respective committees,
called Governments, of the ruling class in our two corntries have ordered us to fly at each other's throats. T h e
decree is issued.
The attitude in which you and we are placed toward
each other exemplifies the deep inhumanity, the monstrous absurdity of the social system in which we live.
What
have you with us or we with you?
None. Say that the soil af Cuba be the issue. Has its
ownership by the dass that rules you in the slightest
benefited you? Has the wealth, the increasing wealth,
drawn from Cuba's soil flown into your Rands in any
perceptible amount? Is the "Pearl of the Antilles" a
gem that glistens on your brow? The question almost
seems cruel. Not only did the wealth drawn from Cuba
never fall to you, but constantly, at some periods less,
at others more so, you have been forced to mingle the
blood of your own veins with the sweat of the brow of
Cuba's workiig class, to secure to your common exploiters the enjoyment of Cuba's fertility. The "Pearl
of the Antilles" has ever been but an heirloom of your

tyrants and to you an additional scourge. So much as
to you,

-

And as to us, we know full well that whether Cuba
pass over to "us" or is made "free," our fate or the fate
of Cuba's toilers will not be improved. Same cause,
same effect. The social system under which we both
live remains the same. The issue, accordingly, is not
one that concerns us. Whom does it concern?
Apart from the general and conflicting capitalist interests in both our countries, the immediate and representative interests concerned are those of our two Governments.Our Republican Government seeks by a war
to perpetuate itself; the Government of your QueenRegent seeks to prevent its own downfall, which would
surely follow as a result of its abandoning Cuba. Rack
of each of these are grouped kindred interests.
Theory, based upon a long line of facts, has long
estabIished the principle that peace and civilization can
never be so long as nations are overlorded by the brigand dass that now holds the reins of power. Together
with this follows the principle that the working class of
all nations has but one enemy-the capitalist class of all
nations, its own nation's at the head of the list.
The war which has broken out between our two nations furnishes the freshest illustration of that. Blinded
by lack of dasscansciousness, many of our own class, on
both sides of the waters, may allow themselves to be absorbed and carried away by their exploiters. Nevertheless, the hope is justified that this may be one of the last
experiences that they are to make; and that, rising to
the fuIl elevation of their dass, they may soon take that
stand that alone will insure the peace of the world.
In the meantime, across the smoke of belching can29
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nons, and the floods of human gore that this war wiU
cause to flow, we, the classconscious proletariat of
America, reach you the hand of brotherhood.

F W i b on War by Daniul De Leon,
W U e Britjk "Uda" and "bmermtivea"; while Frarreh "Republiesnq" '%gihi&,"
" B o m p a r t w and "Radicals"; whik Ger
m "Agrarime," "In~pwiaIWtralan end 'Qnths''; in &ork, while
thc several &dm of t h ruling d m in Empc con"ht-tbd
Peafe C h n m " and set up "Hague C o w et A r - t h m j ~
the bourgeois thus indulge in s e n t b a t , ont and all ihtt. poatBtm &I
the wires far the w b a b l e W i d e of wasteful war; their omtm and
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and rwcntly done by thc Pope on the occasion of the TtalIan war ill
dcir respective n a t i m l i k ;
North Africa-"bltss" the deadly amw
and h e 'pillars"of their d t y , the m e r h princes, keep
u E ~
in loreign countria t h e to fan ihe emkla of war-breeding fm h
order to drive tbtir own govunmmts to invest more cxtmsivdy in rheir
own g&
warm and mcrchandiSe--guns, swords. cannon, p d , bay-
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Thus, while the -is
declaim Peace, yet manufacture War;
while dercricalists pray with Lip--kt
dtvotim for human b m t h ~ w
yet b l w the weapons d fratricidal 8trift; Mile the mived Spirit d
Wapokon m-who pra&imed "The Ermpire means pea*" gst raided
Italy and Mcxicbeen reiacamted ia a Big-Stick KoosweIt who
d t c heht&''
P r o m h e party t p t a c c " ; 4 i l ~ ,In skm4 at one d e
d the linc, Hygocrisy r e i m supreme, SIaughter bhg prmnokd UP&
the pmensea of Pcace, it is on the other aide of the he,in the =&kt
a m p only, that Peace is a cPrdinal princble, a digion, a goal -W,
sincerely and d m f l y m
c
d with all the inteNgmcc at the d

Organk the worldng c U MegnIly-in8utriaUy. Only thm EM the
m l t against militaxism nsult in a Waterlm to at EEBsg of s p a
~ o f r m ~ c r e t o t k of
c labor.
d ~

Dlmt Nation b not all white of nkh, nor all bhk, nor d @low, Thnt~EJationk mopo1itan. It b the W w k b Claw of the I d .
ma Nation that tht land's Plutocraq k tot tp, and is
agahst
is our own Nation's vitals-its Working Clam.
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from w h i s k 4 nose to b s d d tail. &mmtrcialigm &ah In war as it &Is in potatw, rum, bWcs. tte. It matters not that the d c c t of &g
a navy is to r&r
a -tion tea&
for war; wkut of it? War feeds commerct, commu 'c f ~ WU,d =and~
the end of the song is larger wealth for !hose ta l h t c in who neither
bleed on the b a t t W nor ewelter on the industrial fields d toit.

H a in the

cat

d out,
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Capitalism m m a war; one plank of capitrtIiam means thc whole J
d y i n to leave an othm aDnding,
capitdiam. To o p w one
and &us rendu rhrtlvc dl ~ t ~ m i nmg c c agafnat
~
the monster.
When Bryan attacks "rnilitarhm" and yet upholds tbt mpiialht s p
tern, he is fighting an &tct while defending the caw. H e and all
othm of his kind la attacking 'hiIitarb" merely h i i a i t the farmer
who knowingly planted c d l e s w d and b b EornpPained at the nature
or the crop.

Punchiuello-like the politid hcacfs of tht capitatist c b move a@
their maatem, tbt capitalist class, puH tbt shhgs. Acwrding as the
strings are pulled, Presidents and Kings Coqmsxs and P a r l i a e
shut their eym to infractions of the law, or ra~ktheir aabtrs. Q h h t
to eapitabi dictation, laws arc superseded, or p a d ; and war c h d a
are pulled upon &c scene, or pulted &.
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